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Abstract 
We prove a new result for orthogonal designs showing if all full orthogonal designs, 
OD (r; a, b, r - a - b), exist, where gcd(a, b, r - a - b) = 21 , then all full orthogonal 
designs, ODes; C, d, S - c - d), exist, where gcd(c, d, s - c - d) = 21+U, U :2: O. 
It is known that,for infinitely many numbers r = 2wp,such OD(r; a, b, r -a - b) 
exist In particular we show OD(4;x,y. 4-x-y), OD(24;x,y, 24-x -y) (and thus 
OD(24; lx, 2y, 24 - 2x - 2y», OD(40; 2x, 2y. 40 - 2x - 2y), OD(4.28; 4x, 4y, 
4,28 - 4x - 4y), OD(8.36; 8x, 8y, 8.36 - 8x - 8y) and OD(16.44; 16x, 16y, 
16.44 - 1& - 16y) exist. 
These orthogonal designs are used to show that Hadamard matrices can be con-
structed, for any odd q, in all these cases of order 2W pq, where w>wo. In all cases this 
bound wo<[21og2(q -3)] (or its more precise counterparts given in the paper) is an 
improvement on previously known results. 
Moreover it is established that if p = 3, 5, 7, 9,11, 15,21,27 then for the first 600 
(or less for higher p) odd numbers pq, more than 97% of Hadamard matrices exist of 
order 2Ypq with y ~ 4. For example ifp "" 15, 21, 27 and q is an odd number < 500 then 
an Hadamard matrix of order 6Oq, 120q, 84q, 168q, l08q or 216q is known. 
1. Introduction. 
Let A = [aij] be a matrix of order with aijE {O, 1,-1\. A is called a weighing 
matrix of weightp and order n, if AA T =AT A =pI", where I" denotes the identity matrix 
of order n. Such a matrix is denoted by W(n, p). If squaring all its entries gives an 
incidence matrix of a SBIBD then W is called a balanced weighing matrix. 
An orthogonal design (OD) A, of order n, type (SI. s2 • .... SI) on the commuting 
variables (± x I, ... , ± Xt, 0) is a square matrix of order n with entries Uk or 0 and with 
IXk I occuring Sk times in each row and column and such that the rows are pairwise orthog-
onal. 
In other words 
This is denoted OD(n; 51.52, ... ,5/). 
An Hadamard matrix, A = [aU]' is either an OD(n;n) or a W(n,n), i.e. it is a square 
matrix of order n with entries aij E {I ,-I} which satisfies 
ARS COMBINATORIA 23B(1987), pp. 195-213. 
2. Full Orthogonal Designs. 
Seberry (Wallis), [Geramita and Seberry, Lemma 7.1}, showed 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose all orthogonal designs OD(n; a, b, n - a - b) exist, 0 ~a + b ~ n. 
Then all orthogonal designs OD(2n; x, y, 2n - ~ -y) exist, 0 SX +y :"> 2n. 
She uses this result to establish 
CoROllARY 2.2. 
(i) All orthogonal designs OD(2'; a, b, 2' - a - b) exist, 0 Sa + b S 2', t ~ 1. 
(ii) All orthogonal designs OD (2'.3; a, b, 2'.3 - a - b) exist, 0 S a + b S 2'.3, t ~ 3. 
Cooper and Seberry [ 1975 ] were not able to establish the existence of either all 
OD(40: a, b, 40-a -b), OSa +b $40 or all OD(80:x, y, 80-x -y), 0 Sx +y S80 
but were able to establish 
LEMMA 2.3. All OD(40; 20, 2b, 40 - 2a - 2b), exist, 0 ~ a + b s 20. 
We now show that results such as mis are sufficient to obtain a useful result similar 
to Lemma 2.1: 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose all OD(n; a, b, n - a - b) exist, 0 $ a + b $ n, ged(a, b, n) ~ 2', 
some t. Then all OD(2n; x, y, 2n -x - y) exist, 0 $x + Y $ 2n, ged(x, y, 2n);?: 2'. 
PROOF. Consider the 3-tuple (X, y, 2n - x - y). Either ged(x, y, 2n - x - y» 2' or 
ged(;c, y, 2n - x -y) ~ 2'. 
Suppose ged(x, y, 2n -x -y) > 2' = 2t+~ say. Consider the OD(n; YlX, Y1y, 
n - Yo.(x + y» in order n, which exists by hypothesis since y~ + Y,y + (n - Y1(x + y» = n 
and gcd(Y~, Y1y, n-Y1(x+y))=2r+"~1 :::::2'. We apply the doubling theorem to this 
design obtaining the required OD(2n;x, y, n -x - y). 
Now suppose gcd(x, y, 2n - x - y) ~ 2'. Without loss of generality we suppose 
gcd(x, y) = 2'. If x =y we use the OD(n;x, 0, n -x) in the doubling theorem to obtain 
an OD(2n; x, x, 2n - 2x) where gcd(x, x, 2n - 2x) = 2'. 
Otherwise we assume x < y. Now the OD (n; Y1(y - x), x, n - Y,(x + y» exists and 
gcd(Y,(y -x), x. n - Yo.(x + y» = 2'. We use the doubling theorem to obtain the OD(2n; 
y - x, x. 2n -x - y) which gives (equating variables) the OD(2n; x, y, 2n -x - y) where 
gcd(x, y, 2n -x-y)=2'. 0 
This has the following important consequence. 
CoROllARY 2.5. Suppose all OD(n;a,b,n-a-b) exist, OSa+b~n, 
ged(a,b.n)~2t, some t. Then all OD(2~n;x.y,2~n-x-y) exist, 0S:x+yS:2/tn, 
u ~O,gcd(x, y, 2~n -x -y)::::: 2'. 
PROOF. Use Lemma 2.4 repeatedly. o 
COROllARY 2.6. All OD(2".40; x, Y. 211..40 - x - y) exist, gcd():, y)::::: 2. 
PROOF. Lemma 2.3 starts the induction for Lemma 2.4. 0 
COROllARY 2.7. All OD(2,+2.28; 4x, 4y ,2£+2 - 4x - 4y), OD(2s+3.36; 8x, 8y, 
2H3 .36 _ 8x - 8y) and OD(2s-t4 .44; 16x, 16y, 2'-t4.44 -16x - 16y) exist, s <! 2. 
PROOF. See Appendices A, B, C, D. o 
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1. Hadamard Matrices Whose Orders Have Factors. 
Suppose now we wish to form an Hadamard matrix of order 2'.p.q, t <:= 2, p. q odd. 
We use the notation and method outlined in Germita and Seberry, pp. 302-304. 
We recall Sylvester's theorem 
THEOREM 3.1 (Sylvester). Given any two rewtively prime integers x and y, every integer 
N ~ (x - 1)(y -1) can be written in the form ax + by for some non-negative integers a 
andb. 
CoROu.ARY 3.2. Given x = q + 1 and y ::: q - 3, where q is odd and q ~ 11, there exist 
non-negative integers a and b such that 
2"a(q + 1) + 2"b(q - 3) = n = ZIp for some t, p odd given. 
PRooF. Let g be the greatest conunon divisor of 2"'(q + 1) and 2"(q - 3). Then g '" 2"+1 
or 211.+2. Let m be the smallest power of 2 such 
2mp 'N - [2l1(g/ 1) -1] [2UCa
g
- 3) -1]. Th b th h tb .. .:; en yet eorem ere eXist lntegers 
a and b so that 
2"a(q + 1) + 2"bCo 
g g 
Since g is a power of 2 we have the result. 0 
ThEOREM 3.3. Let q ;;;: 3 <!nod 4) be a prime ~ 9. Suppose all OD(2'p; x, y, 2'p - x - y) 
exist, r ;?: ro, 0 S;:x + y s;: 2' p, gcd(x, y, 2' p);;:-: 2", some u. Then there exists an So given 
by 
2'0 p ~ 2~-2(q - 7)(q - 3), 
such that an Hadamard matrix exists for every order 2Spq, s ~ So. 
PROOF. Let x = q + 1 and y = q - 3; then by the previous corollary there exists an a and b 
such that 
2"a(q + 1) +2"b(q -3) =n = 2sop 
where 2sop=2m.gp~g[q:l-11 [q~3 -11 
= 2"-'(q - 3)(q -7) 
with g = gcd(2U(q + I), 2"(q - 3» = 2"+2. 
By the hypothesis of the theorem the orthogonal design OD(2'p; 2ua, 2ub, 
Yp - 2"a - 2Mb) exists on the variablesx\. X2, x3' 
Replace each variable x by the matrix i q , each variable X2 by iq - 2/q and each 
variable X3 by the back-circulant matrix B (see Geramita and Seberry, p. 303), which 
satisfies 
BT =B, Bi =J, B(J -2/) = (J -2/)B, BBT = (q + 1)lq -Jq, 




DDT::=: (2"axT + 2"bx~ + (2'p - 2"a - 2"b)x~)I 
EET =:: [ZliaJ2 + 2Ub(] - 2Ji + (2rp - 2"a - 2"b)B2]xJ2'p 
=Z'pqI 2'pq' 
Thus E is the required Hadamard matrix. 
Higher powers of 2 may be constructed via the Kronecker product with [~~]. 0 
CoROUARY 3.4. Let q=.3(mod4) be a prime :2.11. Now all OD(2r.5; la, 2b, 
2'S - 2a -2b)existfor r ~ 3. Thus there existsat given by 
21.5 :2: Y,(q - 7)(q - 3) 
such that an Hadamard matrix exists in every order 2s.5q, s ;::: t. Hadamard matrices of 
order 20q, q = 3 or 7 exist by other constructions. 
REMARK. My theorem (Lemma 7.9 of Geramita and Seberry) would have ensured the 
existence of an Hadamard matrix of order 2"q, where 2,,+2 ~ (q -7)(q - 3) and the 
existence of a conference matrix of order 10 gives the Hadamard matrix of order 2"+1.5q. 
To see where we have an improvement let us tabulate a few values. 
q Y,(q-7)(q-3) Old result gave New result gives Comment 
11 16 22.5.11 OD(20;1,1,18) exists 
19 96 26.5.19 25.5.19 OD(20;1,0, 19) gives 22.5.19 
23 160 27.5.23 25.5.23 OD(20;0, 1,19) gives 22.5.23 
31 24.21 2 8 .5.31 27 .5.31 
67 27 .15 210 .5.67 29 .5.67 
We now consider the analogous resu11 for primes a 1 (mod 4). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let q a 1 (mod 4) be a prime > 9. Suppose all OD(2'p; a, b, 2'p - a - b) 
exist, r;?: ro, O.s:a + b .s: 2'p, gcd(a, b, 2'p);?: 2u, some u. Then there exists a t given by 
21p ~2"-'(q -1)(q -5) 
such that an Hadamard matrix exists in every order 2Ypq, for s":2 t + I, toot is 
2"'p ":2 2"(q - l)(q - 5). 
PROOF. Choose x, y, a, b, t andD as in the previous theorem so 
2U a(q + 1) + 2Ub(q - 3) = n = 21p 
where 
21p =2mgp":2g [~-1] [(q;3) -1] 
=2u-'(q-l)(q-5) 
with g =gcd(2"(q + 1), 2"(q - 3» = 2"+1. 
Now by the hypothesis of the theorem, using the "doubling construction", an 
orthogonal design OD(y+lp; 2a, 2b, 2'p - a - b, 2'p - a - b), P, exists for t60 on 
variables Xl, X2, x3, x". 
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Fonn the matrix E by replacing each variable x 1 of F by Jq , each variable X2 of F 
by lq - 'llq, and the variables X3 and X4 by the two circulant (I, -1) incidence matrices 
X =/ + Q, and Y ;/-Q (see Geramita and Seberry, p. 303). Now 
""d 
XT =X, yT = y, XY = YX, X2 + y2 = 2(q + 1)l, - 2Jq. 
Xl = YI =I, X(I - 21) = (I - 2I)X, Y(I - 21) = (I - 2I)Y, 
FFT = (2at"? + 2bxi + (2' p - a - b)xi + (2'p - a - b)xa)xl2•p 
BET = (2a.J2 + 2b(J-2I)2 + (2'p-a-b)(X 2 + y2»xl2'+lp 
= 2r+lpq/. 
Now E is an Hadamard matrix and we define s = t~\righer powers of two are obtained 
by taking the Kronecker product with the matrix II -1 as required. 0 
CoROlLARY 3.6. Let q == 1 (mod 4) be a prime q ~ 13. Now all 
OD(2'.5; 2a, 2b, 2'.5 - 2a - 2b) exist/or r ~ 3. Thus there exists a u given by 
2/1..52: 2(q - l)(q - 5) 
such that an Hadamard matrix exists in every order 2s.5q, s ~ u. Hadamard matrices 0/ 
order 2Oq, q = 1, 5, 9, exist by other constructions. 
RliMARK. My theorem (Lemma 7.10 ofGeramita and Seberry) would have ensured the 
existence of an Hadamard matrix of order 2"q, where 
2"'(q-l)(q-5) 
and the existence of a conference matrix of order 10 gives the Hadamard matrix of order 
2,,+1.5q. 
We tabulate a few values: 
q (q 1)(q 51 Old result New result Comment 
13 84 2~'5'13 26'5'13 an OD(80;5,1,74) gives H-mx 
17 26'3 29'5'17 27'5'17 
29 25'21 211 '5.29 29'5'29 an OD(160;1,5,154) is known 
giving H-mx 2~'5'29 
37 27,9 212 '5'37 29'5'37 
Funher we note: 
TIIEOREM 3.7. Let P = P'Q where p is odd and Q = IIq~ is a decomposition into odd 
primes. Suppose ail OD(2'p;a,b,2'p-a-b) exist, r~ro.0$a+b$2'p, 
gcd(a, b. 2'p);;>: 2u, some u. Then there exists an Hadamard matrix 0/ order 
2s 'p.Q, for s;;,. :E a.;[log2(q;-3)(q;-7}-21 
q,EA 
+:E (lj[log2(Qj-l)(qr5)]+u-log2P ,,, , ~ 
Q = I1Qi ,q;M,q == 3(mnd4),qjEB,q == 1(mnd4). 
A cruder bound which is easy to use is s 2: 2Iog2(Q-3). 
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PROOF. (i) Let q ;;; 1(mod4). Then by Theorem 3.5 there is an Hadamani matrix of order 
Z/-pq, for t:?: iogz(q-I)(q-5)+u-iog2P. 
By my theorem (Lemma 7.10 of Geramita and Seberry) there is an Hadamard matrix of 
order 2"q, n 2:: 10gz(q-l)(q-5). Hence nsing the Kronecker product of Hadamard 
matrices there is an Hadamard matrix of order 
In order for this method to be used u-Iog2P<O ( otherwise my existing theorem is 
nsed). Thus we suppose u-logzp :s; O. Hence 





= 210gzlPQ-3), (the previously known result). 
(ii) Let Qqm·w ll , q, w primes, q, w;;; 1(mod4). Then as before there is an Hadamard 
matrix of order 
2S1 •pqm, for 51 ~ m{og2(q-I)(q-5)+u-Iogzp. 
and an Hadamard manix of order 
2S2 ·W Il , for 5Z <:: n{og2(w-I)(w-5). 
Using the Kronecker product of Hadamard matrices there is an Hadamard matrix of order 
2Spqmw ll , s 2:: mlogz{q-l)(q-5}+nlog2{w-l)(w-5)+u-Iogzp. 
As before 




By induction we have the result for Q=q~l q~2 .. .. , a decomposition of Q into 
prime powers. 
(iii) Let q "" 3(mod4). Then by Theorem 3.3 there is an Hadamard matrix of order 
2fpq,t 2: log2(q-7)(q-3)+u-2-log2P. 
By my theorem there is an Hadamard matrix of order 
2"'q, for n <:: log2(q-7)(q-3)-2. 
Hence using the Kronecker product of Hadamard matrices there is an Hadamard matrix 
of order 
2Spqm,5 <:: mlogz(q-7)(q-3)-1m+u-iog2P· 
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As before we assume u-Iogzp<O. Hence 





< 2Iog2(PQ-3), (the previously known result). 
and by induction, proceeding as before we have the result for Q=TIq;" ,q, any odd prime. 
4. Orthogonal Designs Required for tbe Result 
A theorem of Eades, Robinson, Seberry (=Wallis) and Williams ensures that the 
ODs needed for the theorem can be obtained. 
TIIEOREM 4.1. (see Theorem7.32, Geramita and Seberry), Suppose B is a binary expan-
sion of s, and suppose there is an onlwgonal design of type B and order t. Let u and 
k be integers. Then there is an integer q such that every ortJwgonal design of type 
OD(2Q+lt;2Qa,,2Qa2,··· ,2Qa,.), for all tuples (al,a2,'" ,a,.) such that 
al+o2+'" +a,.=2ks. 
REMARK Golay sequences and complementary sequences, as described in Geramita and 
Seberry,of length 2a,a <!: 1 can be used to make may such ODs. For example 
OD(20;2,2,8,8) 
OD(28;4,8,8,8) or OD(28;2,2,8,16) 
OD(36;2,2,16,16) or OD(36;4,8,8,16) 
OD(44;4,8,16,16) 
OD(S2;2,2,16,32) 
Whether the power of two is always small enough to improve the bound in the 
theorem needs funher testing. Theorem 4.1 was used extensively in Appendices C and D 
to obtain the results: 
TIIEOREM 4.2. All OD(2s+2'9;8a, 8b, 2s+2'9-8a-8b) exist, s2:3. All 
OD(2s+2'11;16a, 16b, 2s+2'1l-16a-16b) exist, s ~ 4 
Other knowledge of ODs was used in Appendices A and B to show: 
TIiEOREM 4.3. All OD(2s+1'9;2a,2b,2s+1'9-2a-2b) eriS!, s~l, q = 1, 3. 5. All 
OD(2s+2'7;4a, 4b,2s+2'7-4a-4b) exist s ~ 2. 
Applying these to Theorem 3.7 shows the theorem can be expected, given known 
results, to always yield an improvement. If more were known about ODs the results 
would improve further. 
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p u u loW Comment 
3 1 -0.6 Some improvement 
5 1 -1.3 Always an improvement 
7 2 -0.8 S~)!ne improvement 
7 1 -1.8 Always an improvement 
-(u"'} can be used in 65% cases) 
9 3 -0.2 Some improvement 
II 4 +<l.5 No improvement 
II 3 -0.5 Some improvement 
-(n",3 can be used in all but 3 cases) 
5. Numerical Results. 
We used these results to study the existence of Hadamard matrices of order Zlpq for 
p '" 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15,21,27 and the finlt 600. 500 or 250 odd q and found that in 97% of 
the cases studies t = 2, 3, or 4. 
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APPENDIX A 
All OO(2s+1'q;2a,2b,2s+1'q_2a_2b) exist, s~l, q = 1, 3, 5. 
The results may be obtained from Appendix G of Geramita and Seberry. 
APPENDIXB 
All 00(2s+2'7;4a, 4b, 2s+2'7-4a-4b) exist s2!:2. 








Use Ihese ODs as indicated below to obtain all OD(4·28;4x,4y,4(28-x-y». Hence all 
OD(2s+2·7;4x, 4y,2S+2·7-4x-4y),s~2, exist. 
Reference # Tuple in 28 Tuple in 56 Tuple in 128 
A 1,3,24- 2,6,24,24 4,12,24,24,48 
B 7,7,7,7 
C 1,1,1,25 2,2,2,50 
D 1,1,8,18 2,2,8,8,36 2,2,4,16,16,72 
D2 4,4,8,8,16,72 
D3 2,2,16,18,18 4,4,16,16,36,36 
E 1,1,13,13 2,2,26,26 
F 4,4,4,16 8,8,8,16,16 
F2 4,4,8,8,32 4,4,8,16,16,64 
F3 12,12,16,16 12,12,24,16,16,32 
G 4,.4,10,10 4,4,8,20,20 4,4,8,16,40,40 
G2 8,8,10,10,20 
The precise details appear in Table B. 
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Tripiein 28 Exists in Order ODUsed Triple in 28 Exists in Order ODUsed 
0,1,27 28 A 3,3,22 112 D2 
OJ;6 28 c 3,4,21 , 112 D2 
0,3,25 28 C 3,5,20 112 D2 
0,4,24 28 F 3,6,19 112 D2 
0,5,23 56 D 3,7,18 112 D2 
0,6,22 56 D 3,8,17 112 F2 
0,7,21 28 B 3,9,16 112 F2 
0,8,20 28 F 3,10,15 112 G 
0,9,19 28 D 3,11,14 112 G 
0,10,18 28 G 3,12,13 56 A 
0,11,17 56 D3 
0,12,16 28 F 4,4,20 28 F 
0,13,15 28 E 4,5,19 56 D 
0,14,14 28 B 4,6,18 56 D 
4,7,17 112 F3 
1,1,26 28 C 4,8,16 28 F 
1,2,25 28 C 4,9,15 56 G2 
1,3,24 28 A 4,10,14 28 G 
1,4,23 56 D 4,11,13 112 D3 
1,5,22 56 D 4,12,12 56 A 
1,6,21 112 A 
1,7,20 112 D2 5,5,18 56 D 
1,8,19 28 D 5,6,17 112 F2 
1,9,18 28 D 5,7,16 112 F2 
1,10,17 56 D3 5,8,15 56 G2 
1,11,16 112 G 5,9,14 [12 D3 
1,12,15 56 A 5,10,13 56 G2 
1,13,14 28 E 5,11,12 112 G 
2,2,24 56 G 6,6,16 56 F3 
2,3,23 112 D2 6,7,15 112 F3 
2,4,22 56 D 6,8,14 56 F3 
2,5,21 112 G 6,9,13 112 D3 
2,6,20 56 G 6,10,12 56 G 
2,7,19 112 D2 6,1l,1l 112 F3 
2,8,18 28 D 
2,9,17 56 D3 7,7,14 28 B 
2,10,16 56 G 7,8,13 112 F3 
2,11,15 112 G 7,9,12 112 F3 
2,12,14 56 G 7,10,11 Il2 F3 
2,13,13 28 E 
8,8,12 56 F 
8,9,11 56 D3 
8,10,10 28 G 




All 00(2S+2'9;8a, 8b,2s+2'9-8a-8b) exist, s:2:3 
The results of the Appendices of Geramita and Seberry and those following may be used 
to construct all 00(S·36;8x,Sy,S(36-x-y». Hence all 
00(2s +2'9;8x, Sy, 2S+2'9-&x-Sy),s:2:3, ~xist. 
Use the text of Chapter S and the results of Appendix A of Geramita and Seberry which 





















OD(72; 12, 15,45) 
OD(72;5,12,55) 
00(72;14,12,46). 
In many case these designs yield 00(2s+2·9;8.x, Sy,2s+2·9-8.x-8y) for s<3 but the result 
of the title can be obtained from the designs in Table C. • 
Rererence. Tuple in36 Tup\ein 72 Tuple in 144 Tup\e in 288 Comment 
CI 2,2,16,16 4,4,16.16,32 8,8,16,16,32,64 8,8,16,32,32,64,128 Doubling ConSItuCuon 
=8(1,1,2.4,4,8.16) 
C2 8,16,24,32,64 16,32,24,24,64,128 Doubling Construction 
=8(2,3,3,4,8,16) 
= 8,16.56,64 16,32.56.56.128 Doubling Construction 
=8(2.4.7,7,16) 
C23 8.16.32,88 16,32,64,88,88 Doublillg COllstru:tion 
=8(2,4,8.11,11) 
eN 16,16,32,32,64,64,64 Doubling Construction 
=8(2,2,4,4,8,8,8) 
C3 16,16,20.20 32,32,20.20,40 32,32,64,40,40,80 Doubling Construction 
=4(8,8,5.5,10) =8(4,4,8.5.5,10) 
C, 16,20 16,32,32.48,40,120 AOD«(t,2,2,3);(2.6) 
4(2,4,4,6.5,15) 
CS 2,16,18 4,16,16,36 8,16,16,32,72 16,32.32.64,72,72 Doubling Constru:tion 
=8(2,4.4.8,9,,9) 
205 
Tuples in 2'-9 of type (2"a,2"b,2',36-6-b» 
,"pk , Reference Tuple , Reference ,"pk , R"~ 
O,a,36-a 3 B 3,3,30 5 C2 '0,24 4 C1 
3,4,29 5 C1 6,7.23 5 C22 
1,1,34 5 C1 ,.,28 5 C1 '>,22 4 C1 
1,2,33 5 C1 3/J,27 5 C2 6,9,21 5 C1 
1,3,32 5 C1 3,7,26 5 C2 6,10,20 4 C1 
1,4,31 5 C1 3,8,25 5 C1 6,11,19 5 C2 
1,5,30 5 C1 3,9,24 5 C1 6,12,18 4 C1 
1,6,29 5 C1 3,10,23 5 C2 6,13,17 5 C1 
1,7,28 5 C1 3,11,22 5 C2 6,14,16 4 C1 
1,8,27 5 C1 3.12,21 5 C1 6,15,15 5 C4 
1,9,26 5 CI 3,13,20 5 C2 
1,10,25 5 C1 3,14,19 5 C2 7,7,22 5 C22 
1,11,24 5 C1 3,15,18 5 C2 7,8,21 5 C2 
1,12,23 5 C1 3,16,17 5 C1 7,9,20 5 C22 
1,13,22 5 CI 7,10,19 5 C2 
1,14,21 5 C1 4,4,28 4 C1 7,11,18 5 C22 
1,15,20 5 C1 4,5,27 5 C1 7,12,17 5 C1 
1,16,19 5 C1 4,6,26 4 CI 7,13,16 5 C22 
1,17,18 5 C1 4,7,25 5 C1 7,14,15 5 C4 
4,8,24 3 C1 
2,2,32 2 CI 4,9,23 5 CI 8,8,20 3 CI 
2,3,31 5 C2 4,10,22 4 C1 8,9,19 5 CI 
2,4,30 4 C1 4,11,21 5 CI 8,10,18 3 C3 
2,5,29 5 C1 4,12,20 4 C1 8,11,17 5 C1 
2,6,28 4 C1 4,13,19 5 C1 8,12,16 5 C1 
2,7,27 5 C2 4,14,18 4 C1 8,13,15 4 C3 
2,S,26 3 C1 4,15,17 5 C1 8,14,14 5 CI 
2,9,25 5 CI 4,16,16 2 C1 
2,10,24 3 C1 9,9,IS 5 C5 
2,1l,23 5 C2 5.5,28 4 C3 9,10,17 5 C5 
2,12,22 4 C1 5,6,25 5 C1 9,ll,16 5 C5 
2,13,21 5 C1 5,7,24 5 CI 9,12,15 5 C5 
2,14,20 4 C1 5,8,23 4 C3 9,13,14 5 C5 
2,15,19 5 C2 5,9,22 5 C1 
2,16,18 2 C5 5,10,21 4 C3 10,10,16 3 C3 
2,11,17 5 C1 5,11,20 5 C1 10,11,15 5 C4 
5,12,19 5 C1 10,12,14 5 C3 
5,13,18 4 C3 10,13,13 4 C3 
~,14,l7 5 C1 
5,15,16 4 C3 1l,1l,14 4 C23 
1l,12,I3 S CS 
12,12,12, 5 C24 
TableC, 
APPENOlXO 
All 00 (2H2 'll;lfu, 16y,2s+2'11-16x-16y)exist,s~4 
The orthogonal designs OD(44;2,2,20,20) and OD(44;2,2,8,32) in order 44 can be used in 
a similar fashion to that used in Appendix C for order 36, to obtain all 







exist then the main result would change from s~4 to s~3. 
APPENDIXE 
HADAMARD MATRICES OF ORDER 2tpq onn q 
We consider the first 500 or so Hadamard matrices of order Zlpq for odd q and find the 
percentage that are known for each t. 
p sample size , 2 t~3 «4 ,,;;; ,$0 r~lO t!S:14 
3 600 87.5 96.0 97.5 98.5 99.0 100.0 
5 600 85.2 95.2 98.2 98.8 99.7 100.0 
7 600 79.5 93.7 96.3 97.3 97.8 99.3 99.8 
9 556 92.3 98.9 99.8 100.0 
11 500 79.2 92.2 95.4 98.2 96.6 99.6 100 
15 250 98.6 99.6 100.0 
21 250 96.6 100.0 
27 250 93.4 99.8 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 3 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard matrices of order Z3'3'p are known but for which 22'3p 
are not yet known; 
71-3=213 73,3=:219 83·3=249 89·3=267 173·3=519 191'3=573 
193·3=579 219'3=657 223'3=669 233'3=699 241'3=723 263·3=789 
293'3=879 349'3=1047 353'3=1059 409'3=1227 431'3=1299 445·3=1335 
447'3=1341 453'3=1359 491-3=1473 497-3=1491 503-3=1509 519·3=1557 
557·3=1671 563'3=1689 573-3=1719 623·3=1869 673-3=2019 701·3=2103 
761·3=2283 797-3=2391 831-3=2493 843-3=2529 881-3=2643 887'3=2661 
911-3=2733 923'3=2769 933·3=2799 947'3=2841 979·3=2937 1013-3=3039 
1047·3=3141 1049'3=3147 1061'3=3183 1091-3=3273 1093-3=3279 1129·3=3387 
1151'3=3453 1181·3=3543 1193-3=3579 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard matrices of order 24 '3-p are known but for which 23-3-p 
are not yet known: 
179'3=537 571'3=1713 643'3=1929 853·3=2559 955'3=2865 991'3=2973 
1039-3=3117 1063-3=3189 1165'3=3495 
2fJl 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard matrices Of order 2~'3'p are known but for which 24 ·3·p 
are not yet known: 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard manices of order 26'3'p are known but for which 25'3p 
are not yet known: 
479'3=1437 631'3=1893 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard matrices of order 27 '3p are known but for which 26'3p 
are not yet known: 
941'3=2823 971-3=2913 1031·3=3093 
Orders, q, for which Hadamard matrices of order 2t '3'p are known but for which 2"3p 
are no! yet known for any smaller power of t: 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 525 525 87.5 
3 51 576 96.0 
4 9 585 97.5 
5 6 591 98.5 
6 3 594 99.0 
7 3 597 99.5 
8 1 598 99.7 
9 1 599 99.8 
10 1 600 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 5 
Hadamard matrices of order 21'5'q are not yet known for the following q: 
23'67'5 23'87'5 23'133'5 26'269'5 2'2'347'5 
25'359'5 26'443'5 2'0'491'5 29'599'5 29'631'5 
28'647'5 2"'653'5 21'739'5 25'749'5 26'773'5 
25'857'5 25'863'5 27 '947·5. 
208 
Orders, q, for which zt·q are known: 
1115 2315 2855 2865 3065 
3755 4115 4265 4295 4535 
4775 5195 5315 5615 5825 
6155 6275 6365 6515 6755 
7115 7355 7415 8315 8375 
8615 9205 9935 
Orders, q. for which 23 .q are known: 
335 445 515 655 865 
965 985 1165 1205 1255 
1335 1385 1465 1675 1745 
1985 2095 2155 2165 2215 
2285 2305 2335 2515 2545 
2815 2965 3085 3175 3365 
3545 3595 3715 3805 3845 
3985 4075 4405 4435 4645 
4765 4855 4895 5065 5095 
5165 5245 5485 5515 5585 
5755 5785 5815 5905 6085 
6495 6535 6575 6605 6685 
6925 6985 7045 7205 7305 
7405 7445 7545 7555 7615 
7745 7765 7985 8105 8155 
8345 8455 8485 8545 8885 
8945 9005 9055 9265 9325 
9465 9515 9565 9665 9815 
9885 9895 9925 9985. 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 5ll 511 85.2 
3 60 571 95.2 
4 18 589 98.2 
5 4 593 98.8 
7 3 596 99.3 
9 2 598 99.7 
11 1 599 99.8 
12 1 600 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 7 
Orders, 21'q, for which q==21'7-p are not known for small t (ie < 4) : 
28'107'7 25'167'7 25,233-7 26'269'7 
25'359'7 26'443'7 210'491'7 29'599'7 
28'647'7 211 '653'7 27'739'7 25'749'7 






























New proofs have been devised to give tb~ results for 23'1(17'7 and 212'347'7. 
Orders. q. for which 24 '7'p are known but for which 23'7'p are not known: 
721=7.103 1981=7.283 4585=7.655 5033=7.719 5761=7.823 5873=7.839 
6013=7.859 6181=7.883 6433=7.919 6755=7.965 6797=7.971 6853=7.979 
7273=7.1039 7441=7.1063 8183=7.1169 8393=7.1199 
Orders. q. for which 23'7'p are known but for which 22'7'p are not known: 
581=7.83 623=7.89 763=7.109 917=7.131 959=7.137 1043=7.149 
1211=7.173 1351=7.193 1379=7.197 1491=7.213 1589=7.227 1841=7.263 
1869=7.267 2051=7.293 2219=7.317 2233=7.319 2527=7.361 2611=7.373 
2849=7.407 2863=7.409 3017=7.431 3031=7.433 3143=7.449 3157=7.451 
3269=7.467 3409=7.487 3451=7.493 3479=7.497 3633=7519 3899=7.557 
3941=7.563 3983=7.569 4011=7.573 4053=7.579 4109=7.587 4319=7.617 
4403=7.629 4781=7.683 4879=7.697 4907=7.701 4963=7.709 4977=7.711 
5131=7.733 5271=7.753 5327=7.761 5341:=7.763 5383=7.769 5453=7.779 
5467=7.781 5509=7.787 5579=7.797 5747=7.821 5789=7.827 6083=7.869 
6167=7.881 6209=7.887 6251=7.893 6377=7.911 6419=7.917 6461=7.923 
6503=7.929 6531=7.933 6685'=7.955 6713=7.959 6839=7.977 6881=7.983 
7021=7.1003 7049=7.1007 7091=7.1013 7301=7.1043 7343=7.1049 7413=7.1059 
7427=7.1061 7469=7.1067 7511=7.1073 7637=7.1091 7651=7.1093 7679=7.1097 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 477 477 79.5 
3 85 562 93.7 
4 16 578 96.3 
5 6 584 97.3 
6 3 587 97.8 
7 3 590 98.3 
8 4 594 98.8 
9 2 596 99.2 
10 I 597 99.3 
II I 598 99.7 
12 I 599 99.8 
18 I 600 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 9 
Orders, q. for which q=23'9'p are known but q=22'9p is not yet known: 
73·9==657 149·9=1341 151·9=1359 173·9=1557 191·9=1719 277·9=2493 
281·9=2529 311'9=2799 349'9=3141 453'9=4077 479'9=431l 487·9=4401 
501·9=4509 503'9=4527 541·9=4869 553-9=4977 579'9=521l 587·9=5283 
657·9=5913 659'9=5931 70109=6309 73909==6651 751'9=6759 757·9=6813 
797'9=7173 821-9=7389 827·9=7443 851'9=7659 881·9=7929 887·9=7983 
911·9=8199 1021·9=9189 1031'9=9279 1049·9=9441 1061'9=9549 1091·9=9819 
1093·9=9837 
210 
Orders, q, for which q=24'9'p are known but q=23 '9op is not yet known: 
571·9=5139 631·9=5679 643'9=5787 947·9=8523 1063·9=9567 
Orders, q, for which q=25'9'p are known but q=24'9'p is not yet known: 
24 '863'9=24 '7767 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 513 513 92.3 
3 37 550 98.9 
4 5 555 99.8 
5 1 556 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 11 































































































Orders, q. for which q=25'11-p are known but for which q=24-11-p are not known: 
107-11=1177 233-11=2563 359-11=3949 647-11=7117 857-11=9427 107-11=1177 
233-1I=2563 359-11=3949 647-11=7117 857-11=9427 863-11=9493 911-11=10021 
983'11=10813 
Orders, q, for which q=26 '11'p are known but for which q=25'11'p are not known: 
757'11=8327 
211 
Orders. q, for which q=Z7 '11'p are kno~ but for which q=26·ll·p are not known: 
443·11=4873 479'11=::5269 653-11=7183 739·11=8129 
Orders, 2t'q. for which q=Zt'II'p are known but which are not known for any smaller t: 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 396 396 79.2 
3 75 461 92.2 
4 16 477 95.4 
5 14 491 982 
6 2 493 98.6 
7 4 497 99.4 
8 1 498 99.6 
11 1 499 99.8 
14 1 400 100.0 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 15 
Hadamard matrices of order 22'15'q are not yet known for the following q: 
89 2.191 191 2.233 233 263 431 433 487. 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 493 493 98.6 
3 5 498 99.6 
4 2 0.4 100.0 
212 
ORDERS DIVISIBLE BY 21 





























Hadamard matrices of order 22'27-q are not yet known for the following q: 
371 379 381 389 395 
403 413 419 421 423 
429 431 433 437 439 
453 463 467 475 477 
479 481 487 489 493 
t frequency cum.freq. cumulative % 
2 467 467 93.4 
3 32 499 99.S 
4 1 500 100.0 
213 
237 
433 
399 
425 
451 
2.479 
497. 
